Abstract. Let A be a tame hereditary algebra (finite-dimensional over an algebraically closed field), R™ (m > 1) the extension algebra of A. A generic jR-module M over an arbitrary ring R is by definition an indecomposable .R-module of infinite length, such that M considered as an End(M)-module, is of finite length (its endolength). In this paper we investigate the generic modules of A (the repetitive algebra of A) and R™. It is proved that R™ has at least 2m generic modules.
z/-orbits of Generic Modules of Repetitive
Algebras. Let A = kA be a tame hereditary algebra over an k. We denote by D b (A) the derived category D b (mod A) of bounded complexes over mod A. For the definition of derived category we refer to [7] . By DA we denote the minimal injective cogenerator of A, where D = Homfc(-, k) is the usual dual functor. Consider the repetitive algebra [7] :
J4 =

Ai-i Ai DAi
Ai+i with Ai = A on the main diagonal, DAi = ^^4? and zeros elsewhere. The elements are all matrices with only a finite number of nonzero entries, and multiplication is given by the canonical bimodule structure of DA and the zero map DA <gu DA .->■ OL It is a Frobenius algebra and always infinite-dimendional. We know that the identity maps Ai -> Ai+i and DAi -> DAi+i induce an automorphism v (Nakayama automorphism) of Aj and also an automorphism of mod A. Since A is of finite global dimension, we have modi = D b (A) [7] . We may identity modi with D b (A). By [7] , T Db{A) is the union : and Ai are tilted algebras of Euclidean type. Since the main purpose of the paper is to investigate the generic modules of R™, we may assume that each Ai is representationinfinite. By [6] , for each i G Z, there exists a unique generic Ai-module M;. Of course, all Mi are also the generic A-modules. 7 S) ^ 0. This means u~P(x) G Supp(z/5f) and hence P(x) G i/Supp(5i). So, Supp(j/c>2) C z/Supp(5i). Similarly, we have z/Supp(<Si) C Supp(z/<Si).
Proof. Let P(x) G Supp(zAS;). Then there exists an A-module 5 G Si such that 'Rom.^(P(x),uS) ^ 0. Hence we get that B.om^(i/~P(x)
The main result of this section is the follow . From now on we fix some ra. In this section we show that i?^ has at least 2ra generic modules.
We first prove some lemmas LEMMA 2.1 [8] . 
= lc(F?M).
By lemma 2.3, we have lc(F^M) < oo and hence l D (F^M) < oo. F^M is clearly of infinite -dimension since M is so.
Therefore F™M is a generic R™-module. 
